Sanitation Made Easy

A Cold Welcome to the 03 - MATIC™
Have your customers ever complained about a
“funny taste” in their iced drink? Or worse, brought
you to your ice machine and pointed out something
“growing” in the ice bin or dispenser? Embarrassing.
And potentially very costly.
These are signs your ice machine has not been
cleaned in a while. Ice is food and therefore the
machine that creates it needs to be periodically
cleaned and sanitized. Period. Several devices on
the market claim to reduce mold, mildew, and other
microbials magically. Some promise “automatic”
results that require no effort on your part.
Remember the saying “if it sounds too good to
be true it probably is."
Well, science trumps magic every time and
Ice-O-Matic is excited to introduce an Ozone
sanitizing technology that significantly reduces

bacteria growth throughout the entire ice path,
from ice machine to bin or dispenser. Ozone (O3)
is more effective against bacteria and mold than
chlorine, and ozone eliminates taste and odor.
Instead of using light bulbs or air to distribute the
Ozone, O3-Matic™ uses water. The same water
that goes into the ice cube. Why is that important?
Because not only are you sanitizing the ice machine
more effectively but the ice delivers ozone to the
bin or dispenser keeping them clean as well.
No other device can make that claim.
O3-Matic™ is different. O3-Matic™ is better.
O3-Matic™ reduces costly cleaning and sanitizing
intervals. So if you want to make a true difference in
the cleanliness of your ice machine give O3-Matic™
from Ice-O-Matic a try. You won’t be disappointed.

Ice. Pure and Simple

Features and Benefits
•Effective against mold, mildew
bacteria and viruses.
•Effective in ice machines, bins,
and dispensers.
•Reduced maintenance cost and
in-store disruption.
•Ensures superior beverage quality.

Price
l $799 list price
O3-Matic™ Replacement Cartridge (Part# IOMCAI) l $400 list price
O3-Matic™ Assembly (Part# IOMASI)

Miscellaneous Info
• The O3-Matic™ Antimicrobial Ice Protection device is designed for cuber-style ice machines only.
• Do not connect to flaker, nugget or any other style ice machine.
• Never connect the O3-Matic™ to a beverage dispenser water line or water dispenser water line.
• Make sure O3-Matic™ is supplied by water from the ice machine's water filter or RO system, where present.
• Only connect to one ice machine.
• Cartridges good for 6-12 months depending on water chemistry.

SANITATION MADE EASY
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Warranty

• 1 year parts warranty on head unit.
• 90 days parts warranty on replacement cartridge.
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